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Writing Successfully in Science; By Macro  O'Connor;  HarperCol l ins Academic (distributed by Chapman & Hall); London, 
1991; xi + 229 pages. £8,95 
This book not only provides advice for all kinds of scientific 
writing, i.e. original papers, reviews, theses and posters, but also 
the preparation of slides and overheads. I even noted hints on the 
correct presentation of a e,v., which is welcome lbr this often 
presents students with some difficulty. I agree with virtually all the 
advice given and can only hope that the book will be widely read 
and inwardly digested. My concern is that those who are most in 
need of the advice will studiously avoid it. For my part 1 will be 
able to act positively in future and bring the book to the attention 
of the major offenders if I am still wide- enough awake at the end 
of a disastrous performance. 
I noted three points with which I strongly agree. First, titles (p. 
69) should not be framed in the form of claims, Such titles should 
be confined to the newspapers which are deservedly critieised for 
their misleading headlines. [ could add that a paper should present 
a ease as dispassionately as possible. Thus a phrase like 'the 
following experiments were performed to confirm our hypothesis' 
should be avoided. Second, do not over use nouns as modifiers (p. 
104), The reader should not be expected to have to unravel "a 
steroid-induced OABA channel burst duration prolongation', 
taking the example given, Third, do not hyphenate words at the 
end of lines; this has become more common with the use of word 
processors and causes the printer no end of trouble, 
I hope that every science department will buy several copies of 
this low-priced book for it deals with a serious problem, Scientists 
tend ~.o complnin t~',at they arc i~nored and y,.~t too often they are 
incapable of explaining their work in an attractive and 
understandable way, even to their colleagues. Greater attention 
should surely be paid to presentation i  all science courses. Some 
people are more gifted than others but it should be remembered 
that attractive writers and speakers take immense trouble and this 
is the root ofthe problem. As comedians know well, it is dangerous 
to adopt a throw.away air unless you have something terrific to 
throw away. 
Peter N. Campbell 
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